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eQuilibrium
105mt  explorer yACht

%QUILIBRIUM� IS� A� ���� M� EXPLORER� YACHT� AND� ����� M� BEAM� WITH� �� DECKS��
%QUILIBRIUM�CAN�WELCOME�UP�TO����GUESTS�WHO�WILL�HAVE�PLENTY�OF�SPACE�
TO� RELAX�AND�ENJOY�� )T� INCLUDE���/WNERS�CABIN����6)0�CABIN�AND� ���'UEST�

cambins. And it can accommodate up to 42 crew members. 



%QUILIBRIUM� REPRESENTS� THE� lAWLESS� COMBINATION�
between the strength and elegance of its lines. Her 
MODERN� DESIGN� STANDS� OUT� DUE� TO� HER� SIMPLICITY��
pure beauty and practicality.

The name Equilibrium indicates indeed what she 
tries to instill. The optimal balance between an 
“explorer yacht” features and a “pleasure yacht” 
luxuries.

(ER�DESIGN�IS�METICULOUSLY�THOUGHT�TO�kT�IN�ANY�TYPE�
OF� ENVIRONMENT�� &ROM� THE� COLDEST� CORNERS� OF� THE�
!NTARCTICA��TO�THE�WARMEST�AND�MOST�JOYFUL�PLACES�
of the Caribbean.

Her aesthetic is inspired by faceted architecture. 
4HIS�CONCEPT�CREATES�A�STRONG�SENSE�OF�MOVEMENT�
and dynamism that translates into an art of lights 
and shadows.

&URTHERMORE�� HER� INTERIOR� DESIGN� CREATES� A�
perfect relation between wood and cement. 
This combination is purely aimed to represent 
the harmony by transmitting the delicacy of the 
warmth and harmony from the wood along with 
THE�COLDNESS�AND�ARTIkCIALITY�FROM�THE�CEMENT�

(ER�MAGNIkCENT� STRAIGHT� LINES�AND� THE�QUANTITY� OF�
WINDOWS�PROVIDE�AN�EXTRAORDINARY�TOUCH�OF�NATURAL�
light to the interior. This generates a sensation of full 
range of space and wideness.

4HE� COLOR� OF� THE� M�Y� %QUILIBRIUM� IS� CHAMPAGNE
GREEN��!�UNIQUE�COLORSCHEME�THAT�STANDS�OUT�DUE�
TO� ITS� SHINY� SHADES��!T� SUNSET�� THIS� COLOR� CREATES�A�
PERFECT�MATCH�WITH�THE�METALLICWHITE�TONE�ON�THE�
upper part.







4HE� "RIDGEDECK� IS� EQUIPPED�WITH� A�
����X��M� HELIPAD� SURFACE� LOCATED�
on the upper aft deck. The helipad is 
designed for the landing of different 
MODELS�OF�!IRBUS�!#(��WHICH�WILL�ALLOW�
exploring unique destinations as well 
as welcoming guests with a touch of 
STYLE�� )N� ADDITION�� THERE� IS� A� HANGAR�
designed to protect the helicopter 
from the weather.

The Owners deck has an outdoor 
JACUZZI� SURROUNDED� BY� AN�
ENVIRONMENT�THAT�INVITES�YOU�TO�RELAX�
NEXT� TO� THE� SUN� BEDS� AND� ENJOY� A�
cocktail in any of the two bars. It is 
the ideal space for pleasure and 
entertainment on board.

/N�THE�5PPER�DECK� THERE� IS�A� LARGE�
TERRACE�WITH�A�BIG�TABLE�THAT�PROVIDES�
you with the luxury of a great outdoor 
EVENING�� )T� ALSO� HAS� AN� ADDITIONAL�
space for sitting right next to an 
outstanding feature: a fountain that 
falls like a waterfall to the main pool 
of the yacht.

The 15x7m outdoor pool with a glass 
bottom is located in the Maindeck. 
)T� IS� DEkNITELY� AN� IDYLLIC� SCENE� WITH�
MULTIPLE�POSSIBILITIES��%NJOYING�A�SWIM��
sunbathing on the hammocks or 
drinking a fresh cocktail in any of the 
SOFAS� WHILE� HAVING� A� BREATHTAKING�
EXPERIENCE�WITH�THE�VIEW�







/NE�OF�THE�HIGHLIGHTS�OF�M�Y�%QUILIBRIUM�IS�THE�AFT�AREA��
WHERE�YOU�CAN�kND�TWO�DECKS�ALONGSIDE�ONE�ANOTHER��
THE�.IGHTCLUB�AND�THE�"EACHCLUB�

4HE� .IGHTCLUB� CONSTITUTES� AN� IMPRESSIVE� PANORAMIC�
OBSERVATORY�OF�TEMPERED�GLASS�THAT�PROVIDES�AN�EXTERIOR�
VIEW�OF�����DEGREES��)T�IS�INDEED�A�VERY�SPECIAL�PLACE�AT�
any time of the day and surely will host unforgettable 
celebrations.

Another key design element is the unique roof of the 
.IGHTCLUB�� WHICH� IS� THE� BOTTOM� OF� THE� POOL� FROM� THE�
-AINDECK�� )N�ADDITION�� ITS� GEOMETRIC�DESIGN�BASED�ON�
TRIANGLES�AND�INDIRECT�LIGHTS�ACHIEVES�A�PERFECT�RELATION�OF�
DEPTHS�AND�AN�INNOVATIVE�VISUAL�EFFECT�THAT�WON�T�SURELY�
go unnoticed.

4HE�"EACHCLUB�HAS�ACCESS�FROM�THE�.IGHTCLUB��)T�HAS�THREE�
folding doors that make the space feel connected with 
THE�SEA��)T�S�THE�PERFECT�PLACE�FOR�A�CHILL�OUT�EXPERIENCE�
WHILE�OVERSEEING�THE�AMAZING�VIEWS�

4HE�"EACHCLUB�INCLUDES�A�LARGE�JACUZZI�INTEGRATED�WITHIN�
THE�DECK��)N�ADDITION��THE�SPACE�HAS�A�LOUNGE�AREA�AS�
well as two bars.

#OMFORT�ON�BOARD�IS�ALWAYS�A�PRIORITY��WHICH�IS�WHY�M�Y�
Equilibrium is also equipped with a Sauna and Hammam 
AREA�� 4HERE� IS� ALSO� A� SCUBA� DIVING� CENTER� LOCATED� AT�
STARBOARD�SIDE�AS�WELL�AS�AN�UNDERWATER�OBSERVATORY�AT�
PORT�SIDE��"OTH�PROVIDE�A�GREAT�OPPORTUNITY� TO�SEE�� FEEL�
AND� KNOW�MORE� ABOUT� THE� AMAZING� AND� UNEXPLORED�
sea life.



     

sun set
80mt  motor yACht

3UNSET� IS�A�PERSONAL�PROJECT�DESIGNED�TO� IMPROVE�EXISTING�SKILLS�WORKING� IN�
different softwares as well as working in different scaled yachts. It is a 80 
M�BOAT�WITH���DECKS�DESIGNATED�TO�ACHIEVE�MAXIMUM�COMFORT�ON�BOARD�
AND�A����M�BEAM��3UNSET�CAN�WELCOME�UP� TO����GUESTS�WHO�WILL�HAVE�
PLENTY�OF� SPACE� TO� RELAX�AND�ENJOY��!ND� IT�CAN�ACCOMMODATE�UP� TO����
CREW�MEMBERS��#REW�MEMBERS�HAS�GIVEN�GOOD�LIVING�QUARTERS��INCLUDING�
ENSUITE�CABINS�AND�A�GOOD�CREW�MESS��!�HELICOPTER�PAD�POSITIONED�AT�THE�

bow with a diameter of 9m.



0RESERVE� THE� BALANCE� AND� THE� HARMONY� OF� THE�
INSPIRATION�� 3UNSET� CAN� BE� DEkNED� AS� PLEASING��
splendid and strong. Her graceful exterior lines are 
settled into her perfectly. A boat felt really open 
AIRY� AND� APPEALING� EVEN� TO� THE� UNTRAINED� EYE��
(ER� SMOKED� GLASS� WINDOWS� ARE� THERE� TO� GIVE� AN�
APPEARANCE� TO�BE� LOWER� IN�HEIGHT�)NDOOROUTDOOR�
spaces are designated to be in a perfect balance 
for the maximum comfort. 

4HE� BOAT� IS� IN� IVORY� CREAM� GEL� COAT�� IN� A� PEARL�
kNISH�NEEDLESS� TO� SAY� THAT�� SHE� WILL� kT� NATURALLY�
with its surroundings.There are glass openings 
ON� THE� SUPERSTRUCTURES�� HARDTOP�� INTEGRATED� WITH�
sunshades that deploys automatically through 
the day in need.Full height windows on the main 
deck enables to get as much as natural light to the 
interior and clears the boundry between indoor 
and outdoor spaces.
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Sunset has multiple all fresco dining options 
that can welcome 12 guests easily and an 
EXPANSIVE� DECKAREAS� THAT� EASILY� CONVERTS�
FROM� LOUNGING� TO�PARTY�MODE���M� TO��M�POOL�
with concealed LED lighting arouses luxurious 
ELEGANCE� AT� THE� kRST� GLANCE�� 7HILE� ONE� SIDE�
CONSISTS� A� GENEROUS� LOUNGE� AREA�� OTHER� SIDE�
IS� EQUIPPED� WITH� SUNBEDS�� OFFERING� GUESTS�
enough the freedom onboard.

/N� THE� UPPER� AFT� DECK� KEEPS� THE� kNE� LINE�
between practicality and style.  It is included a 
big dinner table and a big sitting area.

3UNDECK��CONSISTS�OF�A�GYM�IN�INDOORS�AND�AN�
EXTERIOR�DECK�AREA�THAT�OFFERS�OUTSTANDING�VIEWS��
/PENINGS�ON�THE�lOOR�ARE�SPECIALLY�THOUGHT�TO�
get more natural light on main deck and to 
GIVE� AN� EXTRAORDINARY� TOUCH� TO� THE� SUNDECK��
Snuggle into ultra soft bedding on board on 
SUNDECK� TO� ENJOY� THE� VIEWS� IN� THE� NIGHT� TIME�
and to sun bath in day time.





Aft section is dedicated to a spacious beach 
CLUB��3HIFTS� IN�lOORING�MATERIALS�ARE� THERE� TO�
DEkNE�SPACES�IN�AN�ELEGANT�WAY��4HE�MASSIVE�
beach club bar offers space for a genuine 
GET�TOGETHER��"AR�COMBINES�A�SPA�POOL�WITH�
A�COZY�NOOK�AFT�FOR�MORE�PRIVATE�DRINKS�AND�A�
SECONDARY�LOUNGE�AREA��$ETAILS�!RE�lUID�AND�
balanced. 

!S�CAN�BE�SEEN�FROM�THE�RENDERS��POOL�LEADS�
to a spa area on both sides with glass sliding 
door entrances. Spa area is certainly worthy 
OF�THE�NAME�WITH�A�SAUNA��4URKISH�BATH�AND�
A�*ACUZZI��

The bottom of the main deck pool leads to 
AN�UNCONVENTIONAL�VIEW�FROM�THE�BEACH�CLUB�
area from the ceiling. There are 2 glass panels 
that contains running water combined with 
the back of the sundeck area that keeps 
the nautical feeling in a luxurious term and 
creates a feeling of a waterfall. 

There are balconies on both sides that 
ENABLES� GUESTS� AND� OWNERS� TO� ENJOY�
PANORAMIC�VIEWS�AND�LEADS�TO�A�REALLY�OPEN�
AND�AIRY�ENVIRONMENT�



zefiro
43mt  motor yACht

:EkRO�IS�THE�ABSOLUTE�OPPOSITE�OF�ORDINARY�3HE�HAS�A�PLANNING�HULL�OF����M��STRIKELY�SOBER�
LINES�AND�HARMONIOUSLY�BALANCED�VOLUMES��&LOWING�YET�POWERFULLY�AGGRESSIVE�LINES�CLOTHE�

THE�:EkRO��,ENDING�IT�AN�ANIMALLIKE�GRACE�



!�PERSONAL�YACHT�THAT�AVOIDED�ALL�THE�USUAL�REFERENCES�TO�THE�WORLD�OF�YACHTING�KIND�OF�
MILITARY�WITH�VERY�CLEAN�LINES�WHICH�DOESN�T�LOOK�OVERDESIGNED�,AYERED�ANGLES�ARE�USED�
AS�A�PROMISE�OF�SPEED�COMBINED�WITH�SEAFARING�GRACE��4HE���DECK�IS�DESIGNED�IN�A�WAY�
THAT�GUESTS�WILL�ENJOY�TOTAL�PRIVACY�AND�CREW�COMPLETE�FREEDOM�OF�MOVEMENT�)NTERIOR�IS�
DESIGNED�TO�LENDING�A�SENSE�OF�ROOMY�AIRNESS���CHILLEDOUT�ELEGANCE�







)N�THIS�YACHT����GUESTS�ARE�ACCOMODATED�IN���CABINS�!LL�THE�
4 cabins are in the lower deck.The master suite lies on the 
FORWARD�MAIN�DECK�IN�AN�EXTREMELY�PRIVILEGED�POSITION��4HE�
MAIN�DECK�IS�OCCUPIED�ENTIRELY�BY�THE�DAY�AREAIN�OTHER�
WORDS�CONVERSATION�ANDDINING�AREAS�AND�KITCHEN�4HIS�ENA
BLED�TO�LAVISH�THE�ATTENTION�ON�THE�SOCIAL�SPACES�

4HE�MUSCULARITY�AND�DYNAMISM�OF�THE�CRAFT�S�LINES�ARE�VERY�
MUCH�PART�OF�IT�S�$.!�THAT�OBSERVABLE�INSIDE�AND�OUT���)NTE
RIORS�AND�EXTERIORS�ARE�MELD�WITH�THE�lUIDITY�AND�CONTINUITY�
of the spaces.

Another essential point was keeping in equilibrium of both 
shaded and sunny areas. There is also an opening skylight 
OVER�THE�KINGSIZE�BED�

/UR�ENTIRE�TEAM�S�AIM�IS�TO�PUSH�CONVENTIONAL�BOUNDRIES�
This is a craft that introduces a strong personality.An un
usual but functional yacht that is masculine and intimate







leiurus 60’
18mt  sAiling yACht

7E�AIMED�TO�HAVE�AN�UNUSUAL��ATTRACTIVE�kGURE�IN�YACHT�TO�DIFFERENTIATE�
OUR� PRODUCT� FROM� OTHERS� WITH� IT�S� LOOK� AND� DESIGN�4HE� TRADITIONAL�
perceptions are tried to break down while taking into consideration 

principles ergonomy. 



The roof is formed by glass to take the sunlight inside as much as possible. And the sides 
ARE�CARVED�OUT�TO�ALLOW�THE�PASSENGERS�TO�SEE�THE�WHOLE�VISTA�WHILE�THEY�ARE�ENJOYING�
THE� INSIDE� SPACES�)NTERIORS� INCLUDES�MULTIFUNCTIONAL�AREAS�WITHIN� ITS�DESIGN� TAKING� INTO�

CONSIDERATION�THAT�IN�DIFFERENT�HOURS�OF�A�DAY�ACTIVITIES�WILL�VARY�
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